
MT. FUJI FAMILY HIKING & BLUEBERRY PICKING  *DAI BOKEN Tour (DBK)  
          (2518210A) 
 
TOUR DATE: Sunday, July 29 
 
TOUR COST: $58 Adult     $35 Junior (11 ~ 6)     $19 Child (5 ~ 3)     $12 Infant 
 
MILEAGE:  No Mileage 
 
DESCRIPTION:  
If you are not sure you can make it to the top of Mt. Fuji, how about hiking two hours between the 5th 
station and the 6th station on Mt. Fuji? You can enjoy the panoramic view of the forest around Mt. Fuji 
in the fresh air and will see the summit of it (weather permitting). It takes 45~60 minutes on average 
from the 5th station (7,683 feet) to the 6th station (7,967 feet) for one-way (http://bit.ly/MFUJICM). 
As reward for yourself, enjoy flesh blueberry picking about 40 minutes and one small container of 
blueberries will be as souvenir; served except Child (http://www.yamanashi-
kankou.jp/foreign/english/spot/p2_2830.html). 
 

CANCELLATION POLICY: 
Cancellations can be made by phone or walk-in during ITT Office hours of operation. 

If guest cancellation is made by July 25 - 100% Refund 

If guest cancellation is made on July 26 - 20% deductible is assessed 

If guest cancellation is made July 27 ~ 28 - 30% deductible is assessed 

All other cancellations or failure to show for tour - No Refund 
 
MEALS: 
It is recommended that you bring food or enough yen to cover the cost of meals and snacks. 
 
SPECIAL NOTES: 
Please notify ITT staff of any special needs you may have that may impact the tour; e.g. wheelchair 
accessibility, physical or health disabilities, etc. 
 
Wear layered clothing and comfortable shoes for maximum comfort. 
 
PICK-UP TIME: 
Ikego departure time - 0545 (by request only) 
 
TOUR SCHEDULE: 
0630  Depart from behind MWR Building (behind STARBUCKS) 
1000  Arrive Mt. Fuji Fifth Station/hiking to 6th station 
1400  Depart Mt. Fuji Fifth Station 
1500  Arrive Kawaguchiko Shizen Seikatsukan/Blueberry Picking (40 minutes) 
1545  Depart Kawaguchiko Shizen Seikatsukan 
  Drop-off at Ikego 
1930  Arrive behind MWR Building 
 
 
FOR DETAILS, CONTACT ITT AT 241-5056. 
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